This manual of corporate image has been created in order to offer and facilitate the production of all the graphic applications of our logo. In case of any doubt regarding these or future applications, please contact mkt@logesta.com

Marketing Department
www.logesta.com
Correct use of the brand

The LOGESTA corporate image has been designed to express our company’s personality and current situation. We want to be perceived in a way that positions us perfectly in the market, ahead of our competitors.

We need to know how to use the brand and understand the limits of its flexibility when doing our everyday tasks to build and project our identity.

This means we can guarantee that LOGESTA is on the right road to having its image perceived the right way.

There are many times when a simple business card or the lettering on one of our lorries represents our corporate image. That is why we must rigorously adhere to the instructions in this manual. The purpose is to produce a visual style that is consistent both in-house and outside the company.

There are templates for reproducing all stationery available from the Logesta Marketing Department at logesta@logesta.com.
### Using the brand

#### 1. THE LOGESTA BRAND
- **Format**
- **Brand margins**
- **Graphic versions of the brand**
  - Logesta + Grupo Logista
  - Logesta + Delegación
  - Delegación + Grupo Logesta
- **Brand versions**
  - Logesta Group
  - Logesta Spain
- **Typography**
- **Corporate colours**

#### 2. GROUP BRANDS
- Logesta + Borders
  - Logesta Deutschland
  - Logesta Holland
  - Logesta Italia
  - Logesta Polska
  - Logesta Maroc
  - Logesta France
  - Logesta Noroeste
  - Logesta Lusa
- Logesta Palexpress
- Basegar

#### 3. AENOR LOGOS
- **IQNet logo**
- **AENOR logo**
- **AENOR Environmental Management logo**
- **Logo formats**

#### 4. VEHICLE LETTERING
- **Tautliner or Semitautliner models. National Territory**
- **Tautliner or Semitautliner models. International Territory**
- **Box model. National Territory**
- **Box model. International Territory**
- **Box model or lorry canvas**
- **Palexpress. Box model. National Territory**
- **Palexpress. Box model or lorry canvas**
- **Self-employed. Box or canvas model**
- **Basegar. Canvas or box model National Territory**
- **Basegar. Box model or lorry canvas**
- **Security car**

#### 5. APPAREL
- **Driver’s polos**
- **Driver’s caps**
- **Driver’s jackets**
- **Driver identification cards**

#### 6. CORPORATE STATIONERY
- **Business Cards Front**
- **Business Cards Back**
- **Legal size envelope with/without window**
- **A5 Envelope**
- **Pocket Envelope**
- **A4 Letter paper**
- **Fax header**
- **Postcard 20 x 11**
- **Logesta CMR**
- **Logesta Palexpress Consignment Note**

#### 7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY
- **Logesta Deutschland**
- **Logesta Holland**
- **Logesta Italia**
- **Logesta Polska**
- **Logesta Maroc**
- **Logesta France**
- **Logesta Noroeste**
- **Logesta Lusa**
- **Basegar**
Using the brand

As needed, use the accompanying Grupo Logista brand with this format.

The brand Logesta + Group Company may only be used in the corresponding zone. As needed, use the accompanying Grupo Logista brand with this format.
1. Logesta Brand

1. THE LOGESTA BRAND
1.1 Format
1.2 Brand margins
1.3 Graphic versions of the brand
1.4 Graphic positioning with other group brands
   - Logesta + Grupo Logista
   - Logesta + Delegación
   - Delegación + Grupo Logesta
1.5 Brand versions
   - Logesta Group
   - Logesta Spain
1.6 Typography
1.7 Corporate colours
The brand should always be consistent and unaltered in any type of communication. It must be used in compliance with the rules in this manual.
1. LOGESTA BRAND

1.2 Brand margins

A space around the logo must be maintained that defines its position and it must be distanced from elements which make it difficult to see. This space should be minimal, as shown in the graphic.
1. LOGESTA BRAND

1.3 Brand versions

The LOGESTA brand may only be used in one of the colour versions detailed here, without altering any of the established proportions.
The brand should always be consistent and unaltered in any type of communication. It must be used in compliance with the rules in this manual.

1. LOGESTA BRAND

1.4 Graphic position with other group brands

- Logesta + Grupo Logista
- Logesta + Delegación
- Delegación + Grupo Logesta
The brand should always be consistent and unaltered in any type of communication. It must be used in compliance with the rules in this manual.
1.6. Typeface

The corporate typeface in all applications must be the Frutiger family. Only when it is not possible to use it, it may be substituted with Arial.

Frutiger Light

ABCDEFGHJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz123"&?

Frutiger Regular

ABCDEFGHJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz123"&?

Frutiger Bold

ABCDEFGHJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz123"&?
1.7. Corporate colours

Take special care with the colours when printing the brand, especially when using direct ink and four-colour process printing. For on-screen reproduction (web, interactive CD etc…) use the equivalent RGB.

**FLAT COLOURS VERSION**

- Pantone 2945 CV
- Pantone 166 CV
- Pantone Cool Gray 11

**FOUR-COLOUR PROCESS PRINTING VERSION**

- Cyan 100%
- Magenta 45%
- Yellow 0%
- Black 14%

- Cyan 0%
- Magenta 64%
- Yellow 100%
- Black 0%

- Cyan 0%
- Magenta 2%
- Yellow 0%
- Black 68%
2. Group Brands

2.1 Logesta + Borders
   2.1.1 Logesta Deutschland
   2.1.2 Logesta Holland
   2.1.3 Logesta Italia
   2.1.4 Logesta Polska
   2.1.5 Logesta Maroc
   2.1.6 Logesta France
   2.1.7 Logesta Noroeste
   2.1.8 Logesta Lusa

2.2 Logesta Palexpress

2.3 Basegar
2. GROUP BRANDS

2.1 LOGESTA REGIONAL OFFICES

The LOGESTA REGIONAL OFFICE brand is derived from the LOGESTA brand. All rules and parameters apply to both.

The Logesta typeface is a graphic font. Do NOT REPLACE IT with any other.

The size of the letter “l”, is adjusted to the height of the circle in the symbol, defining the size of the group company. Aligned to the right as shown here.
2. GROUP BRANDS
2.1 LOGESTA REGIONAL OFFICES

2.1.1 Logesta Deutschland

The LOGESTA DEUTSCHLAND brand is derived from the LOGESTA brand. All rules and parameters apply to both.

All corporate information: Logos, stationery templates, etc, can be found at: www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

The Logesta typeface is a graphic font. Do NOT REPLACE IT with any other.

The size of the letter "i", is adjusted to the height of the circle in the symbol, defining the size of the group company. Aligned to the right as shown here.
The LOGESTA DEUTSCHLAND brand can only be presented in the here shown colours, without changing the established proportions.

2. GROUP BRANDS
2.1 LOGESTA REGIONAL OFFICES

2.1.1 Brand versions Logesta Deutschland
2. GROUP BRANDS

2.1 LOGESTA REGIONAL OFFICES

2.1.2 Logesta Holland

The LOGESTA HOLLAND brand is derived from the LOGESTA brand. All rules and parameters apply to both.

All corporate information: Logos, stationery templates, etc, can be found at: www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

The Logesta typeface is a graphic font. Do NOT REPLACE IT with any other.

The size of the letter "l", is adjusted to the height of the circle in the symbol, defining the size of the group company. Aligned to the right as shown here.
The LOGESTA HOLLAND brand, can only be presented in the here shown colours, without changing the established proportions.

2.1.2 Brand versions Logesta Holland
The LOGESTA ITALIA brand is derived from the LOGESTA brand. All rules and parameters apply to both.

All corporate information: Logos, stationery templates, etc, can be found at: www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

The Logesta typeface is a graphic font. Do NOT REPLACE IT with any other.

The size of the letter "I", is adjusted to the height of the circle in the symbol, defining the size of the group company. Aligned to the right as shown here.
2. GROUP BRANDS
2.1 LOGESTA REGIONAL OFFICES

2.1.3 Brand versions Logesta Italia

The LOGESTA ITALIA brand, can only be presented in the here shown colours, without changing the established proportions.
2. GROUP BRANDS
2.1 LOGESTA REGIONAL OFFICES

2.1.4 Logesta Polska

The LOGESTA POLSKA brand is derived from the LOGESTA brand. All rules and parameters apply to both.

All corporate information: Logos, stationery templates, etc, can be found at:
www.logesta.com
or requested by e-mail:
mkt@logesta.com

The Logesta typeface is a graphic font. Do NOT REPLACE IT with any other.

The size of the letter “l”, is adjusted to the height of the circle in the symbol, defining the size of the group company. Aligned to the right as shown here.
The LOGESTA POLSKA brand, can only be presented in the here shown colours, without changing the established proportions.

2.1.4 Brand versions Logesta Polska
2. GROUP BRANDS
2.1 LOGESTA REGIONAL OFFICES

2.1.5 Logesta Maroc

The LOGESTA MAROC brand is derived from the LOGESTA brand. All rules and parameters apply to both.

All corporate information: Logos, stationery templates, etc, can be found at: www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

The Logesta typeface is a graphic font. Do NOT REPLACE IT with any other.

The size of the letter "l", is adjusted to the height of the circle in the symbol, defining the size of the group company. Aligned to the right as shown here.
2. GROUP BRANDS
2.1 LOGESTA REGIONAL OFFICES

2.1.5 Brand versions Logesta Maroc

The LOGESTA MAROC brand can only be presented in the here shown colours, without changing the established proportions.
The LOGESTA FRANCE brand is derived from the LOGESTA brand. All rules and parameters apply to both.

2. GROUP BRANDS
2.1 LOGESTA REGIONAL OFFICES
2.1.6 Logesta France

The Logesta typeface is a graphic font. Do NOT REPLACE IT with any other.

All corporate information: Logos, stationery templates, etc, can be found at: www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

The size of the letter “l”, is adjusted to the height of the circle in the symbol, defining the size of the group company. Aligned to the right as shown here.
2. GROUP BRANDS
2.1 LOGESTA REGIONAL OFFICES

2.1.6 Brand versions Logesta France

The LOGESTA FRANCE brand, can only be presented in the here shown colours, without changing the established proportions.
The LOGESTA NOROESTE brand is derived from the LOGESTA brand. All rules and parameters apply to both.

The Logesta typeface is a graphic font. Do NOT REPLACE IT with any other.

All corporate information: Logos, stationery templates, etc, can be found at: www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

The size of the letter “I”, is adjusted to the height of the circle in the symbol, defining the size of the group company. Aligned to the right as shown here.
2. GROUP BRANDS
2.1 LOGESTA REGIONAL OFFICES

2.1.7 Brand versions Logesta Noroeste

The LOGESTA NOROESTE brand can only be presented in the here shown colours, without changing the established proportions.
The LOGESTA LUSA brand is derived from the LOGESTA brand. All rules and parameters apply to both.

2.1.8 Logesta Lusa

The Logesta typeface is a graphic font. Do NOT REPLACE IT with any other.

All corporate information: Logos, stationery templates, etc, can be found at: www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

The size of the letter “l”, is adjusted to the height of the circle in the symbol, defining the size of the group company. Aligned to the right as shown here.
2. GROUP BRANDS
2.1 LOGESTA REGIONAL OFFICES

2.1.8 Brand versions Logesta Lusa

The LOGESTA LUSA brand, can only be presented in the here shown colours, without changing the established proportions.
The LOGESTA PALEXPRESS brand is derived from the LOGESTA brand. All rules and parameters apply to both.

All corporate information: Logos, stationery templates, etc, can be found at: www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

The Logesta typeface is a graphic font. Do NOT REPLACE IT with any other.
2.2 Brand versions LOGESTA PALEXPRESS

The LOGESTA PALEXPRESS brand can only be presented in the here shown colours, without changing the established proportions.
2. GROUP BRANDS

2.3 BASEGAR

All corporate information: Logos, stationery templates, etc, can be found at: www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

The Logesta typeface is a graphic font. Do NOT REPLACE IT with any other.
2. GROUP BRANDS

2.3 Brand versions Basegar

The BASEGAR brand can only be presented in the here shown colours, without changing the established proportions.
3. AENOR Logos

3.1 IQNet logo
3.2 AENOR logo
3.3 AENOR Environmental Management logo
3.4 Logo formats
3. AENOR LOGOS

3.1 IQNet logo

Black on white background

Blue on white background
(ONLY USE FOR VEHICLE LETTERING)

On blue background
(ONLY USE FOR VEHICLE LETTERING)
3.2 AENOR logo

- AENOR logo: Black on white background
- Blue on white background (ONLY USE FOR VEHICLE LETTERING)
- On blue background (ONLY USE FOR VEHICLE LETTERING)
3. AENOR LOGOS

3.3 AENOR Environmental Management logo

- Black on white background
- Green and black on white background
- Blue on white background (ONLY USE FOR VEHICLE LETTERING)
- On blue background (ONLY USE FOR VEHICLE LETTERING)
3.4 Logo formats

3. AENOR LOGOS
LOGESTA’s lorries are the best vehicle for conveying the corporate image, meaning it is essential we adhere rigorously to the guidelines in this manual.
4. VEHICLE LETTERING

Corporate colours

RAL COLOUR FOR CANVAS

BLUE: RAL 5010

Approved canvas. Blue colour:
Sedo manufacturer: Blue Europa 95
Sioen manufacturer: Reference 5020
(Equivalent blue: RAL 5010)

In case another provider is used, do not use this type of colour, you must contact the Marketing Department to verify.

FLAT COLOURS VERSION

PANTONE®
2945 CV

PANTONE®
166 CV

PANTONE®
Cool Gray 11

FOUR-COLOUR PROCESS PRINTING VERSION

Cyan 100%
Magenta 45%
Yellow 0%
Black 14%

Cyan 0%
Magenta 64%
Yellow 100%
Black 0%

Cyan 0%
Magenta 2%
Yellow 0%
Black 68%
4. VEHICLE LETTERING

Quality Brand Lettering

These elements must be reproduced according to the size and format defined in this manual.
The size varies according to the model of the lorry.

AENOR Environmental Management Logo
Dimensions for Tautliner and Semitautliner:
- Side: 35 cm. high
- 18 cm. wide
- Back: 25 cm. high
- 14 cm. wide

AENOR Logos
Dimensions for Tautliner and Semitautliner:
- Side: 35 cm. high
- 18 cm. wide
- Back: 25 cm. high
- 14 cm. wide

IQNet
Dimensions for Tautliner and Semitautliner:
- Side: 20 cm. diameter
- Back: 28 cm. diameter

Their proportional size to that of the Logesta brand is always the same.
### 4. VEHICLE LETTERING

**Labelling, telephone and web**

The size varies according to the model of the lorry. The proportions must not be changed. If they do not fit, contact the Logesta Marketing Department.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National</th>
<th>International</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>902 151 233</strong></td>
<td><strong>(00 34) 91 481 91 01</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong><a href="http://www.logesta.com">www.logesta.com</a></strong></td>
<td><strong><a href="http://www.logesta.com">www.logesta.com</a></strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Their proportional size to that of the Logesta brand is always the same.

Only regional offices are permitted to print their own telephone numbers and emails. These must appear on the back only.
4. VEHICLE LETTERING

Examples

- Tauliner
- Semitauliner
- Blue rear door
- Box model
- Box model 2
- White rear door
- Self-employed model
- PaLexpress, Box Model
4. VEHICLE LETTERING

4.1 Tautliner or Semitautliner models. National area

The graphic elements must be reproduced from a digital file. These will be provided by the Logesta Marketing Department. The size varies according to the model of the lorry, the ratios with the brand are shown.

Second Option: When it is not possible to label the back doors with the corporate colour, use white.
4. VEHICLE LETTERING

4.2 Tautliner or Semitautliner models. International Territory

The graphic elements must be reproduced from a digital file. These will be provided by the Logesta Marketing Department. The size varies according to the model of the lorry, the ratios with the brand are shown.

Second Option: When it is not possible to label the back doors with the corporate colour, use white.
4. VEHICLE LETTERING

4.3 Box model. National Territory

The graphic elements must be reproduced from a digital file. These will be provided by the Logesta Marketing Department. The size varies according to the model of the lorry; the ratios with the brand are shown.

Second Option

Only valid for box model:

When it is not possible to label the back doors with the corporate colour, use white.
4. VEHICLE LETTERING

4.4 Box model. International Territory

The graphic elements must be reproduced from a digital file. These will be provided by the Logesta Marketing Department. The size varies according to the model of the lorry, the ratios with the brand are shown.

Second Option
Only valid for box model:
When it is not possible to label the back doors with the corporate colour, use white
4. VEHICLE LETTERING

4.5 Box model or lorry canvas

The graphic elements must be reproduced from a digital file. These will be provided by the Logesta Marketing Department. The size varies according to the model of the lorry, the ratios with the brand are shown.

Second Option

Only valid for box model:
When it is not possible to label the back doors with the corporate colour, use white.
4. VEHICLE LETTERING

4.6 Palexpress. Box model. National Territory

The graphic elements must be reproduced from a digital file. These will be provided by the Logesta Marketing Department. The size varies according to the model of the lorry, the ratios with the brand are shown.

Second Option
Only valid for box model:
When it is not possible to label the back doors with the corporate colour, use white
4. VEHICLE LETTERING

4.7 Palexpress. Box model or lorry canvas

The graphic elements must be reproduced from a digital file. These will be provided by the Logesta Marketing Department. The size varies according to the model of the lorry, the ratios with the brand are shown.

Second Option

Only valid for box model:
When it is not possible to label the back doors with the corporate colour, use white
4. VEHICLE LETTERING

4.8 Self-employed. Box or canvas model

The graphic elements must be reproduced from a digital file. These will be provided by the Logesta Marketing Department. The size varies according to the model of the lorry, the ratios with the brand are shown.

Each regional office is authorised to use its own language for the text, and its telephone number.
Spanish regional offices will use 902 151 233, and for international; 91 481 91 01.

Second Option
Only valid for box model:
When it is not possible to label the back doors with the corporate colour, use white
4. VEHICLE LETTERING

4.9 Basegar. Canvas or box model National Territory

The graphic elements must be reproduced from a digital file. These will be provided by the Logesta Marketing Department. The size varies according to the model of the lorry, the ratios with the brand are shown.
4. VEHICLE LETTERING

4.10 Basegar. Box model or lorry canvas

The graphic elements must be reproduced from a digital file. These will be provided by the Logesta Marketing Department. The size varies according to the model of the lorry, the ratios with the brand are shown.
4. VEHICLE LETTERING

4.11 Security car

The graphic elements must be reproduced from a digital file. These will be provided by the Logesta Marketing Department.
5. Apparel

5.1 Driver's polos
5.2 Driver's caps
5.3 Driver's jackets
5.4 Driver identification cards
5. APPAREL

5.1 Driver's T-Shirt

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
5. APPAREL

5.2 Driver´s cap

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
5. APPAREL

5.3 Driver´s Jacket

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
5. APPAREL

5.4 Identity Card

For security regulations, Logesta drivers must wear corporate apparel and carry the Logesta identity card, which gives details of the driver’s identity. This is supplied by the Logesta security department.

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
6. Corporate Stationery

6.1 Business Cards Front
6.2 Business Cards Back
6.3 Legal size envelope with/without window
6.4 A5 Envelope
6.5 Pocket Envelope
6.6 A4 Letter paper
6.7 Fax header
6.8 Postcard 20 x 11
6.9 Logesta CMR
6.10 Logesta Palexpress Consignment Note
6. CORPORATE STATIONERY

6.1 Business Cards front

There are templates available for reproducing all stationery. These can be obtained from the Logesta Marketing Department.

When sending the file required to the printer, it is necessary to attach all the information that should be included on the card. The printer must send a proof before printing, to verify that the data and the composition of the card are correct.

The logos appearing on the card and those of the regional offices must NEVER be edited, they are vector images.

Size: 90 x 55 mm.
Colours: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11
Paper: Matt Satin.

INFORMATION

FOR THE PRINTER

INFORMATION

FOR THE PRINTER

INFORMATION

FOR THE PRINTER
6. CORPORATE STATIONERY

6.2 Business Cards behind

There are templates available for reproducing all stationery. These can be obtained from the Logesta Marketing Department.

When sending the file required to the printer, it is necessary to attach all the information that should be included on the card. The printer must send a proof before printing, to verify that the data and the composition of the card are correct.

The logos appearing on the card and those of the regional offices must NEVER be edited, they are vector images.

Size: 90 x 55 mm.

Colours:  
- Blue PANTONE 2945
- Orange PANTONE 166
- Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

Paper: Matt Satin.

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Frutiger Regular
Size: 5,5
Space between line: 13

Frutiger Light
Size: 5,5
Space between line: 13
6. CORPORATE STATIONERY

6.3 American envelopes with/without windows

Size: 225 x 115 mm.

Colours:
- Blue PANTONE 2945
- Orange PANTONE 166
- Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
6. CORPORATE STATIONERY

6.4 Envelopes Size A5

Size: 225 x 150 mm.
Colours: ● Blue PANTONE 2945
         ● Orange PANTONE 166
         ● Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
6. CORPORATE STATIONERY

6.5 Envelopes Size Bag

Size: 360 x 260 mm.
Colours: • Blue PANTONE 2945
         • Orange PANTONE 166
         • Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at [www.logesta.com](http://www.logesta.com) or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
6. CORPORATE STATIONERY

6.8 Card for notes

Size: 360 x 260 mm.
Colours: Blue PANTONE 2945, Orange PANTONE 166, Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
6. CORPORATE STATIONERY

6.9 CMR

Size: 360 x 260 mm.

Colours:
- Blue PANTONE 2945
- Orange PANTONE 166
- Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
6. CORPORATE STATIONERY

6.10 Delivery Note Logesta Palexpress

Size: 360 x 260 mm.
Colours: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. Group Companies

Stationery

7.1 Logesta Deutschland
7.2 Logesta Holland
7.3 Logesta Italia
7.4 Logesta Polska
7.5 Logesta Maroc
7.6 Logesta France
7.7 Logesta Noroeste
7.8 Logesta Lusa
7.9 Basegar

7.X.1 Business Cards
7.X.2 Legal size envelope with/without window
7.X.3 A5 Envelope
7.X.4 Envelopes Size Bag
7.X.5 A4 Letter paper
7.X.6 Fax
## 7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

### 7.1.1 Business Cards Logesta Deutschland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Behind</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Logo Logesta Deutschland</strong></td>
<td><strong>Logo Logista</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nombre Apellido Apellido</strong></td>
<td><strong>Cargo</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXXXX</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tel.: +49 00000000 Fax: +49 00000000</td>
<td><a href="mailto:XXXX@logesta.com">XXXX@logesta.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frutiger Light</td>
<td>Frutiger Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size: 7,5</td>
<td>Size: 7,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space between line: 9,5</td>
<td>Space between line: 8,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frutiger Roman</td>
<td>Frutiger Regular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size: 8</td>
<td>Size: 5,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space between line: 8,5</td>
<td>Space between line: 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frutiger Light</td>
<td>Frutiger Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size: 5,5</td>
<td>Size: 5,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space between line: 13</td>
<td>Space between line: 13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are templates available for reproducing all stationery. These can be obtained from the Logesta Marketing Department.

When sending the file required to the printer, it is necessary to attach all the information that should be included on the card. The printer must send a proof before printing, to verify that the data and the composition of the card are correct.

The logos appearing on the card and those of the regional offices must NEVER be edited, they are vector images.

### Notes:

- **Size:** 90 x 55 mm.
- **Colors:**
  - Blue PANTONE 2945
  - Orange PANTONE 166
  - Gris PANTONE Cool Gray 11
- **Paper:** Matt Satin.

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at [www.logesta.com](http://www.logesta.com) or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

---

### Specifications:

- **Frutiger Roman**
  - Size: 8
  - Space between line: 8,5

- **Frutiger Light**
  - Size: 7,5
  - Space between line: 9,5

- **Frutiger Light**
  - Size: 5,5
  - Space between line: 13
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.1.2 Legal size envelope Logesta Deutschland

Size: 225 x 115 mm.
Colors:
- Blue PANTONE 2945
- Orange PANTONE 166
- Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

Frutiger Roman
- Size: 8
- Space between line: 9

Frutiger Light
- Size: 8
- Space between line: 9

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.1.3 Envelopes Size A5 Logesta Deutschland

Size: 225 x 150 mm.
Colors:
- Blue PANTONE 2945
- Orange PANTONE 166
- Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

Frutiger Roman
Size: 8
Space between line: 9

Frutiger Light
Size: 8
Space between line: 9

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7.1.4 Envelopes Size Bag Logesta Deutschland

Size: 360 x 260 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.1.5 Letter Size A4 Logesta Deutschland

Size: A4, 197 x 210 mm.
Colors:
- Blue PANTONE 2945
- Orange PANTONE 166
- Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.1.6 Fax Logesta Deutschland

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Size: A4, 197 x 210 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.2.1 Business Cards Logesta Holland

There are templates available for reproducing all stationery. These can be obtained from the Logesta Marketing Department.

When sending the file required to the printer, it is necessary to attach all the information that should be included on the card. The printer must send a proof before printing, to verify that the data and the composition of the card are correct.

The logos appearing on the card and those of the regional offices must NEVER be edited, they are vector images.

Size: 90 x 55 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
        Orange PANTONE 166
        Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11
Paper: Matt Satin.

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Front

Frutiger Roman
Size: 8
Space between line: 8,5

Frutiger Light
Size: 7,5
Space between line: 9,5

Behind

Frutiger Regular
Size: 5,5
Space between line: 13

Frutiger Light
Size: 5,5
Space between line: 13

There are templates available for reproducing all stationery. These can be obtained from the Logesta Marketing Department.

When sending the file required to the printer, it is necessary to attach all the information that should be included on the card. The printer must send a proof before printing, to verify that the data and the composition of the card are correct.

The logos appearing on the card and those of the regional offices must NEVER be edited, they are vector images.

Size: 90 x 55 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
        Orange PANTONE 166
        Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11
Paper: Matt Satin.

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Front

Frutiger Roman
Size: 8
Space between line: 8,5

Frutiger Light
Size: 7,5
Space between line: 9,5

Behind

Frutiger Regular
Size: 5,5
Space between line: 13

Frutiger Light
Size: 5,5
Space between line: 13
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.2.2 Legal size envelope Logesta Holland

Size: 225 x 115 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.2.3 Envelopes Size A5 Logesta Holland

Size: 225 x 150 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Frutiger Roman
Size: 8
Space between line: 9

Frutiger Light
Size: 8
Space between line: 9
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.2.4 Envelopes Size Bag Logesta Holland

Size: 360 x 260 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.2.5 Letter Size A4 Logesta Holland

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Size: A4, 197 x 210 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

Frutiger Light
Size: 6

Frutiger Light
Size: 7.5

Frutiger Roman
Size: 7.5
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.2.6 Fax Logesta Holland

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Size: A4, 197 x 210 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
        Orange PANTONE 166
        Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

Frutiger Light
Size: 7,5

Frutiger Roman
Size: 7,5

Frutiger Light
Size: 7,5
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.3.1 Business Cards Logesta Italia

There are templates available for reproducing all stationery. These can be obtained from the Logesta Marketing Department.

When sending the file required to the printer, it is necessary to attach all the information that should be included on the card. The printer must send a proof before printing, to verify that the data and the composition of the card are correct.

The logos appearing on the card and those of the regional offices must NEVER be edited, they are vector images.

Size: 90 x 55 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945, Orange PANTONE 166, Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11
Paper: Matt Satin.

Front

Sede. Via in Arcione, 98
00187 Roma (Italia)
Tel: +39 066 XXX XXX · Fax: +39 066 XXX XXX
logesta.italia@logesta.com

Frutiger Roman
Size: 8
Space between line: 8,5

Nombre Apellido Apellido
Cargo

Frutiger Light
Size: 7,5
Space between line: 9,5

Behind

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Frutiger Regular
Size: 5,5
Space between line: 13

Frutiger Light
Size: 5,5
Space between line: 13

The logos appearing on the card and those of the regional offices must NEVER be edited, they are vector images.
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.3.2 Legal size envelope Logesta Italia

Size: 225 x 115 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Frutiger Roman
Size: 8
Space between line: 9

Frutiger Light
Size: 8
Space between line: 9
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.3.3 Envelopes Size A5 Logesta Italia

Size: 225 x 150 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com
or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.3.4 Envelopes Size Bag Logesta Italia

Size: 360 x 260 mm.
Colors:
- Blue PANTONE 2945
- Orange PANTONE 166
- Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Frutiger Roman
Size: 8
Space between line: 9

Frutiger Light
Size: 8
Space between line: 9
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.3.5 Letter Size A4 Logesta Italia

Size: A4, 197 x 210 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945, Orange PANTONE 166, Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.3.6 Fax Logesta Italia

Size: A4, 197 x 210 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945, Orange PANTONE 166, Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.4.1 Business Cards Logesta Polska

There are templates available for reproducing all stationery. These can be obtained from the Logesta Marketing Department.

When sending the file required to the printer, it is necessary to attach all the information that should be included on the card. The printer must send a proof before printing to verify that the data and the composition of the card are correct.

The logos appearing on the card and those of the regional offices must NEVER be edited, they are vector images.

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.4.2 Legal size envelope Logesta Polska

Size: 225 x 115 mm.
Colours:
- Blue PANTONE 2945
- Orange PANTONE 166
- Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.4.3 Envelopes Size A5 Logesta Polska

Size: 225 x 150 mm.
Colors:
- Blue PANTONE 2945
- Orange PANTONE 166
- Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Frutiger Roman
Size: 8
Space between line: 9

Frutiger Light
Size: 8
Space between line: 9
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.4.4 Envelopes Size Bag Logesta Polska

Size: 360 x 260 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.4.5 Letter Size A4 Logesta Polska

Size: A4, 197 x 210 mm.
Colors: *Blue PANTONE 2945*
*Orange PANTONE 166*
*Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11*

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at [www.logesta.com](http://www.logesta.com) or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.4.6 Fax Logesta Polska

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Size: A4. 197 x 210 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.5.1 Business Cards Logesta Maroc

There are templates available for reproducing all stationery. These can be obtained from the Logesta Marketing Department.

When sending the file required to the printer, it is necessary to attach all the information that should be included on the card. The printer must send a proof before printing, to verify that the data and the composition of the card are correct.

The logos appearing on the card and those of the regional offices must NEVER be edited, they are vector images.

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

---

Front

- Logesta maroc
- Logista

- Nombre Apellido Apellido
- Cargo

- 87, Rue Ahmed el Figuigui
- 20500 Casablanca · Maroc
- Tel.: +212 XX XX XX XX Fax: +212 XX XX XX
- logesta@logesta.ma

Sizes:
- Frutiger Light: 7,5
- Frutiger Roman: 8
- Frutiger Regular: 5,5

Colours:
- Blue PANTONE 2945
- Orange PANTONE 166
- Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

Paper:
- Matt Satin.

---

Behind

- Logesta group

- www.logesta.com

- Spain Calle Jipgo, 39 Pol. Ind. Polvoranca · 28914 Leganés/Madrid Tel.: +34 902 151 233
- Germany Mönchstr. 33 / 11 86119 Augsburg Tel.: +49 821 540 27 01
- France Z1, Paris Nord 2, 25 Av. du bois de la paie · 93290 Tremblay/Sendrom Tel.: +33 148 148 728
- Holland P.O. Box 12 · 4600 AA Bergen op Zoom · Tel.: +31 411 162 517
- Italy Via in Arione, 98 · 00187 Roma · Tel.: +39 065 974 4230
- Marocco 87, Rue Ahmed el Figuigui · 20500 Casablanca · Tel.: +212 228 590 37/39
- Poland Haggamszolomik, 133/32 02-304 Warszawa · Tel.: +48 225 729 140
- Portugal Rua Nova de S. Caetano 125 · Fraçao B, Pavilhao 6 · 4405 Canelas-Vila Nova de Gaia · Tel.: +35 1913 612 367

Sizes:
- Frutiger Light: 7,5
- Frutiger Regular: 5,5
- Frutiger Light: 5,5

Space between lines:
- 8,5
- 13

---
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.5.2 Legal size envelope Logesta Maroc

Size: 225 x 115 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Frutiger Roman
Size: 8
Space between line: 9

Frutiger Light
Size: 8
Space between line: 9
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.5.3 Envelopes Size A5 Logesta Maroc

Size: 225 x 150 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.5.4 Envelopes Size Bag Logesta Maroc

Size: 360 x 260 mm.
Colors:  
- Blue PANTONE 2945
- Orange PANTONE 166
- Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Frutiger Roman
Size: 8
Space between line: 9

Frutiger Light
Size: 8
Space between line: 9
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.5.5 Letter Size A4 Logesta Maroc

Size: A4, 197 x 210 mm.
Colors:
- Blue PANTONE 2945
- Orange PANTONE 166
- Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.5.6 Fax Logesta Maroc

Size: A4, 197 x 210 mm.
Colors: • Blue PANTONE 2945
       • Orange PANTONE 166
       • Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

Frutiger Light
Size: 7.5

Frutiger Roman
Size: 7.5

Fax receiver (Receiving Fax)
Fax transmitter (Sending Fax)
Nb pages (without incluse)
Total pages (including this)

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com
or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
There are templates available for reproducing all stationery. These can be obtained from the Logesta Marketing Department.

When sending the file required to the printer, it is necessary to attach all the information that should be included on the card. The printer must send a proof before printing, to verify that the data and the composition of the card are correct.

The logos appearing on the card and those of the regional offices must NEVER be edited, they are vector images.

7.6.1 Business Cards Logesta France

Size: 90 x 55 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945, Orange PANTONE 166, Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11
Paper: Matt Satin.

The logos appearing on the card and those of the regional offices must NEVER be edited, they are vector images.

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.6.2 Legal size envelope Logesta France

Size: 225 x 115 mm.
Colors:
- Blue PANTONE 2945
- Orange PANTONE 166
- Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at [www.logesta.com](http://www.logesta.com) or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.6.3 Envelopes Size A5 Logesta France

Size: 225 x 150 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com
or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.6.4 Envelopes Size Bag Logesta France

Size: 360 x 260 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
        Orange PANTONE 166
        Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at [www.logesta.com](http://www.logesta.com) or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Frutiger Roman
Size: 8
Space between line: 9

Frutiger Light
Size: 8
Space between line: 9
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.6.5 Letter Size A4 Logesta France

Size: A4, 197 x 210 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.6.6 Fax Logesta France

Size: A4, 197 x 210 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com
or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Frutiger Roman
Size: 7.5

Frutiger Light
Size: 7.5
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.7.1 Business Cards Logesta Noroeste

There are templates available for reproducing all stationery. These can be obtained from the Logesta Marketing Department.

When sending the file required to the printer, it is necessary to attach all the information that should be included on the card. The printer must send a proof before printing, to verify that the data and the composition of the card are correct.

The logos appearing on the card and those of the regional offices must NEVER be edited, they are vector images.

---

Size: 90 x 55 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945, Orange PANTONE 166, Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11
Paper: Matt Satin.

---

The logos appearing on the card and those of the regional offices must NEVER be edited, they are vector images.

---

The logos appearing on the card and those of the regional offices must NEVER be edited, they are vector images.

---

The logos appearing on the card and those of the regional offices must NEVER be edited, they are vector images.
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.7.2 Legal size envelope Logesta Noroeste

Size: 225 x 115 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.7.3 Envelopes Size A5 Logesta Noroeste

Size: 225 x 150 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

Frutiger Roman
Size: 8
Space between line: 9
Frutiger Light
Size: 8
Space between line: 9

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.7.4 Envelopes Size Bag Logesta Noroeste

Size: 360 x 260 mm.
Colors:
- Blue PANTONE 2945
- Orange PANTONE 166
- Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.7.5 Letter Size A4 Logesta Noroeste

Size: A4, 197 x 210 mm.
Colors: • Blue PANTONE 2945
        • Orange PANTONE 166
        • Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

Frutiger Roman
Size: 7.5
Frutiger Light
Size: 6
Frutiger Light
Size: 7.5
Frutiger Light
Size: 6

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.7.6 Fax Logesta Noroeste

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Size: A4, 197 x 210 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

Font:
- Frutiger Light: Size 7,5
- Frutiger Roman: Size 7,5
- Frutiger Light: Size 7,5

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.8.1 Business Cards Logesta Lusa

There are templates available for reproducing all stationery. These can be obtained from the Logesta Marketing Department.

When sending the file required to the printer, it is necessary to attach all the information that should be included on the card. The printer must send a proof before printing, to verify that the data and the composition of the card are correct.

The logos appearing on the card and those of the regional offices must NEVER be edited, they are vector images.

Las plantillas para imprimir del documento que aparece en esta página se pueden localizar en www.logesta.com solicitándolo al e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Size: 90 x 55 mm.

Colours: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

Paper: Matt Satin.

www.logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.8.2 Legal size envelope Logesta Lusa

Size: 225 x 115 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945, Orange PANTONE 166, Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail mkt@logesta.com

Frutiger Roman
Size: 8
Space between line: 9

Frutiger Light
Size: 8
Space between line: 9
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.8.3 Envelopes Size A5 Logesta Lusa

Size: 225 x 150 mm.
Colors:
- Blue PANTONE 2945
- Orange PANTONE 166
- Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Frutiger Roman
Size: 8
Space between line: 9

Frutiger Light
Size: 8
Space between line: 9
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.8.4 Envelopes Size Bag Logesta Lusa

Size: 360 x 260 mm.
Colors:  
- Blue PANTONE 2945
- Orange PANTONE 166
- Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail mkt@logesta.com

Frutiger Roman
- Size: 8
- Space between line: 9

Frutiger Light
- Size: 8
- Space between line: 9
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.8.5 Letter Size A4 Logesta Lusa

Size: A4, 197 x 210 mm.
Colors: Blue PANTONE 2945
Orange PANTONE 166
Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.8.6 Fax Logesta Lusa

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.9.1 Business Cards Basegar

Existen unas plantillas para reproducir todo el material de papelería que se deben solicitar al Departamento de Marketing de Logesta.

Será necesario enviar a imprenta el archivo que nos interese junto a los datos que deben incluir en la tarjeta. La imprenta deberá remitir una prueba antes de imprimir, para verificar que los datos y composición de la tarjeta son correctos.

Los logotipos que aparecen en la tarjeta y las delegaciones NUNCA se podrá editar, son imágenes vectoriales.

Size: 90 x 55 mm.
Colors: 
- Blue PANTONE 2945
- Orange PANTONE 166
- Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

Paper: Matt Satin.

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.9.2 Legal size envelope Basegar

Size: 225 x 115 mm.
Colors:
- Blue PANTONE 2945
- Orange PANTONE 166
- Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Frutiger Roman
Size: 8
Space between lines: 9

Frutiger Light
Size: 8
Space between lines: 9
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.9.3 Envelopes Size A5 Basegar

- **Size:** 225 x 150 mm.
- **Colors:**
  - Blue PANTONE 2945
  - Orange PANTONE 166
  - Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at [www.logesta.com](http://www.logesta.com) or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com

Frutiger Roman
- Size: 8
- Space between lines: 9

Frutiger Light
- Size: 8
- Space between lines: 9
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.9.4 Envelopes Size Bag Basegar

Size: 360 x 260 mm.

Colors:
- Blue PANTONE 2945
- Orange PANTONE 166
- Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at [www.logesta.com](http://www.logesta.com) or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
7. GROUP COMPANIES STATIONERY

7.9.5 Letter Size A4 Basegar

Size: A4, 197 x 210 mm.
Colors:
- Blue PANTONE 2945
- Orange PANTONE 166
- Grey PANTONE Cool Gray 11

Frutiger Light
Size: 6
Space between line: 8,5

The templates to print the document as it appears on this page can be found at www.logesta.com or requested by e-mail: mkt@logesta.com
This manual of corporate image has been created in order to offer and facilitate the production of all the graphic applications of our logo. In case of any doubt regarding these or future applications, please contact mkt@logesta.com.

Marketing Department
www.logesta.com